
CROSSWORD 1948

ACROSS
1. An accountant certified by the state.
4. A member of the Democratic Party.
12. A widely distributed system of free and

fixed macrophages derived from bone
marrow.

15. A river in north central Switzerland that
runs northeast into the Rhine.

16. Likely but not certain to be or become
true or real.

17. A former agency (from 1946 to 1974)
that was responsible for research into
atomic energy and its peacetime uses
in the United States.

18. Someone who works (or provides
workers) during a strike.

20. Any admirable quality or attribute.
22. God of love and erotic desire.
24. Lacking either stimulating or irritating

characteristics.
25. The early stage of growth or develop-

ment.
29. A wired or starched collar of intricate

lace.
32. Having or showing arrogant superiority

to and disdain of those one views as
unworthy.

37. Someone who rows a boat.
39. An imaginary line connecting points on

the Earth's surface where the magnet-
ic declination is the same.

40. Large recently extinct long-horned
European wild ox.

41. The airforce of Great Britain.
42. Devoid of violence or disruption.
43. Hinge joint in the human leg connecting

the tibia and fibula with the femur and
protected in front by the patella.

44. A logarithmic unit of sound intensity.
46. Used in combination to denote the

middle.
47. The capital and largest city of Japan.
49. Something of sentimental value.
55. Brass (or a yellow alloy resembling

brass) that was hammered into thin
sheets.

56. Take revenge for a perceived wrong.
59. Any of various water spirits.
60. A three-tone Chadic language.
62. Pasture grass of plains of South

America and western North America.
66. Any tree or shrub of the genus Inga

having pinnate leaves and showy usu-
ally white flowers.

67. A constellation in the southern hemi-
sphere near Telescopium and Norma.

70. A narcotic that is considered a hard
drug.

71. Nearly cosmopolitan family.
73. Slender bristlelike appendage found on

the bracts of grasses.
74. Swift timid long-eared mammal larger

than a rabbit having a divided upper
lip and long hind legs.

75. A festival featuring African-American
culture.

76. A nucleic acid consisting of large mol-
ecules shaped like a double helix.

DOWN
1. The quantity a cask will hold.
2. Large burrowing rodent of South and

Central America.
3. The biblical name for ancient Syria.

4. A person forced to flee from home or
country.

5. A trivalent metallic element of the rare
earth group.

6. Informal terms for a mother.
7. A religious belief of African origin

involving witchcraft and sorcery.
8. A waiter at a drive-in restaurant.
9. A run that is the result of the batter's

performance.
10. Angular distance above the horizon

(especially of a celestial object).
11. A brittle silver-white metalloid element

that is related to selenium and sulfur.
12. God of death.
13. The part of a hammerhead opposite the

flat striking surface (may have various
shapes).

14. Any of a number of fishes of the family
Carangidae.

19. Tall feather palm of northern Brazil with
hard-shelled nuts yielding valuable oil
and a kind of vegetable ivory.

21. Report or maintain.
23. On a ship, train, plane or other vehicle.
26. A unit of pressure.
27. Mostly tropical songbird.
28. British statesman who as Prime

Minister bought controlling interest in
the Suez Canal and made Queen
Victoria the Empress of India (1804-
1881).

30. Worn or shabby from overuse or (of
pages) from having corners turned
down.

31. Italian philosopher who used
Copernican principles to develop a
pantheistic monistic philosophy.

33. The federal department responsible for
safeguarding national security.

34. The organization of information
according to preset specifications
(usually for computer processing).

35. Not like.
36. A city in the western Netherlands.
38. Tag the base runner to get him out.
45. A Kwa language spoken in Ghana and

the Ivory Coast.
48. Tall evergreen of Japan and China

yielding valuable soft wood.
50. (plate tectonic theory) A hypothetical

continent including all the landmass of
the earth prior to the Triassic period
when it split into Laurasia and
Gondwanaland.

51. Of a stern or strict bearing or
demeanor.

52. An organ in its earliest stage of devel-
opment.

53. A statement that expresses a personal
opinion or belief.

54. A geographical region of northeastern
South America including Guyana and
Surinam.

58. The younger brother of Edwy who
became king of Northumbria when it
renounced Edwy.

61. A gully that is shallower than a ravine.
63. (Babylonian) God of storms and wind.
64. (used of grass or vegetation) Cut down

with a hand implement or machine.
65. A former copper coin of Pakistan.
68. An edge tool used to cut and shape

wood.
69. The cry made by sheep.
72. Not out.
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Yesterday’s Solution

Today you may find you very productive in the workplace. Mentally you
are disciplined, and you are extremely focused on the task at hand. You may discover
you have the ability to communicate your thoughts to others and find they have better
understanding of what you expect from them today. The workplace is where you are at
ease and you tend to stand out as you are a problem solver and handle every situation
that comes your way today with ease. Issues you have viewed as problems in the past
should be easily solved today and you may wonder why you didn’t see the solution was
so obvious before. You may find yourself very talkative today and find yourself deep in
conversation with an elder.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

You may be feeling a strong desire for change, a need for something new and
different. It may be time to throw out the old and start fresh. Let your creative side be your
guide. Step above and beyond the boundaries you have allowed yourself to become so
comfortable with and let your hair down. You may find those close to you are drawn to the
new and different version of you and find great ease when communicating with them. This
could be a great time to study and take some time to broaden your intellectual horizons.
Reach out to a love one whether by a phone call or possibly a letter. You may find they are
very open to what you have to say and old barriers between you have since dissolved.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

You are ambitious and have a great desire to be noticed. You want to be
the center of attention and stand out in the crowd. You are this goal. Today may find you
feeding off gossip and seeking understanding of those around you. You are interested in
getting to the root of what makes those around you do the things they do. You feel this
will give your insight and authority over them. You are well on your way to achieving a
level of organization that will put you right where you want to be.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Today is a great day for a long walk with someone you love. Romance is in
the air for you today. A longing for a close and intimate relationship. You may find this
as a time when you are extremely loving and kind to those around you. Your quick wit
and ability to communicate with ease is what is most notable about your personality
today. You may find that ideas flow and new creations are on the horizons. Today would
be a great day to grab that journal and get these ideas down on paper. Enjoy all of the
wonderful ideas and emotions that seem to flow freely today.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Discipline, discipline, discipline! This should you be your focus for today.
You will be able to move mountains through strict discipline and determination. You may
want to focus your time and energy on one goal and hit it full speed ahead. One area to
exercise a bit of caution in, is not pushing yourself beyond your limits. Know your limits
and don’t overdo things. You will feel as though the sky is the limit and no goal are
beyond your reach today. This is a high energy and rewarding day for you and you
should prosper.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

You may find yourself wanting to broaden your horizons. You know this is a
big world and your life is contained in a tiny square of it. It may be time to take a step out
of that box and find what the world has to offer you. You could find it difficult to commu-
nicate with others today because you find your mind is a million miles away. Curiosity
has taken a hold on you and you can’t seem to stay focused on the here and now. You
may find yourself longing to belong. You may find yourself focusing on building stronger
relationships with those close to you. Libra, this is a great time for you to participate in
any team project that comes your way. 

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Today finds you at your mental best. You seem to be paying close attention
to detail and are extremely disciplined. Things you may have viewed as problems in the
past present clear solutions today. You feel a need to be respected and are not only
working to organize your surroundings, but you are able to organize the people around
you. You’re extremely ambitious and devoted to your job today. This is a great day for
working with others and you may be called upon to lead the team. You may have to
work to fund balance between your home and work life as you try hard to keep every-
one around you happy, Scorpio. This is an easy task for you as you are as devoted to
your family as you are to your job.

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

Call it intuition, psychic ability or whatever you like. You know what others
want and you know how to provide it. Seems all are drawn to you and fascinating by
your intelligence and problem-solving skills. You find yourself in touch with your emo-
tions and deeply in touch with the emotions of those surrounding you. You are in love
with your life and those who are in it. Forgiveness and making things right with those
close to you plays a big part in who you are and what is important to you at this time.
Sagittarius, you are on the right track to live a life full of peace and harmony.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

It seems your ideas and thoughts will have greater meaning. You may find
yourself eloquent and forceful when speaking. People seem to really have a great under-
standing of what you have to say. Not everyone is receptive to the ideas and thoughts
you have. You may find you don’t agree with what this person has to say either. This may
be a time of frustration for you. Decisions made now may not be made with a clear mind
and should be put off until a later time. Any decisions you make at this time may have to
be re-thought. This could be a great source of tension in your life.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

You may find yourself with your foot in your mouth today. Something you let
slip out may go against your best interest. You may find you have to do some scrambling to
fix this and make things right. You may find yourself in a disagreement with someone older
or in authority. A desire to be appreciated and admired for who you are is prominent in
your world today. You may find by surrounding yourself with those closest to you that
your every desire will be fulfilled today. It seems time spent with the ones you love will put
you on top of the world and make you feel all the love and appreciation you desire.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

Today finds you extremely independent and you have great pride in who
you are and all you have accomplished in life. A sense of pride is what you feel now. You
want to surround yourself with all the luxuries the world has to offer. This is also a very
productive time for you and you may find ease when working as a team with others on
special projects. You may be asked to lead a project or offered some type of promotion
as your ability to organize a team is very evident to others, Leo. This is a time your mind
is clear, and the lines of communication are open with all around you. Use this time of
high energy to your advantage.

Today may find you extremely productive. You may find that your hand eye
coordination is on point and this is a great day to work with your hands or get out and
participate in your favorite sport. This could be a great day for exercise and being out-
doors. You should be able to accomplish any task set before you with ease today. You
may find that you are extremely emotional today but have them well in control. This will
be a very productive and high energy day for you. This is also a day you may truly enjoy
the company of others and find you desire to surround yourself with friends and family
and enjoy some bonding time.


